
 

 
Funders - What Crisis? 

 
Issues for Funders in a Downturn 

 
 
 
This briefing looks at the following three issues:   
 

1. How should funders be helping the sector cope with hard times. 
 

2. What are the risks for funders?  
 

3. What steps should funders be taking to manage those risks? 
 

 
Funders have a key part to play in helping voluntary and community organisations address 
the issues that must be adhered to if they are to survive difficult times.  These will include: 
 
 Encouraging the adoption of the right legal structures. Having unlimited liability in the 

current financial situation is simply not a viable model.  Charities should be encouraged 
to convert to companies limited by guarantee if they have not already done so.   
 

 Strong governance and the right mix of skills on the Board is critical.   
 

 Analysis of the strategic risks that a charity faces during a financial downturn is critical.  
For example: 
 

o did staff transferred to the organisation come with TUPE redundancy liabilities 
or pension top ups?   
 

o will the closure of other organisations impact on services being delivered, for 
example, if a community transport service closes down, what would be the 
impact on others that rely on these services? 
 

 Organisations really need to understand how the rules relating to insolvency might 
impact on them.  Organisations need to be supported so that they can understand the 
difference between a negative balance sheet which may not always lead to insolvency 
and the extreme dangers of an unsustainable cash flow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Risks for Funders 
 
We are likely to see widespread closure of projects and voluntary organisations.  This will 
create a number of problems for funders.  These will include: 
 

 Loss of outcomes – funders fund in order to deliver outcomes.  They should consider 
what steps they are they going to need to take to ensure that viable projects are 
rescued from failing organisations.  We need a more activist funding sector who will 
assist rescuing what can be saved from what will undoubtedly be some nasty 
financial wreckage.  One of the key solutions is getting organisations to take a timely 
and realistic look at whether they continue to be viable on their own and whether 
merger or transfer of projects is the way to save valuable social outcomes. 
 

 Damage to reputation – funders value their reputation for delivering effective support 
and funding.   The impact of failure of the bodies they support needs to be assessed.  
Would it be sensible to consider short term financial support where there is the 
prospect of long term viability?  Would additional support allow appropriate solvent 
wind-up rather than untimely collapse?  Will closure mean that some other body has 
to take on key functions? 
 

 Loss of monies – funders have always used claw back provisions and mortgages and 
other forms of security.  This may be a period where it is going to be necessary to 
extend their use. 
 

 Loss of assets created – a funder may have supported an organisation which has 
created or purchased assets.  These may be land or equipment but could just as well 
be intellectual property, know how or skills.  Seeing if these can be rescued from the 
wreckage must be a key funder concern where funded organisations collapse under 
current financial strains. 
 

 Liability for the funder – it is rather unlikely that a funder will find itself liable for the 
debts of an organisation it funds but it clearly needs to ensure that it does not give or 
appear to give guarantees.  Another area where caution is needed is in making 
representations about continuing funding on which others rely. 
 

Public bodies who fund need to consider, when terminating or reducing funding, not only 
whether this breaches any contractual obligation, but also whether the reduction is likely to 
generate litigation in the form of judicial review.  A number of voluntary sector bodies have 
successfully challenged loss of or failure to renew funding using judicial review.  Public 
bodies, in particular, need to make sure that they maintain a proper process despite a 
pressing need to cut back. 

 
 

What can Funders do? 
 
Funders can help organisations or the outcomes which they deliver to survive in a range of 
ways.  These will include speeding up their funding decisions and having clarity of strategy. 
Although it is difficult to look ahead, sector bodies urgently need to have some idea as to 
whether projects within their portfolio are likely to survive in the new funding environment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Funder Activism   
 
Some voluntary sector organisations freeze in the headlights of financial difficulty and may 
need firm guidance to ensure that all the potential solutions in particular merger or project 
transfer are properly considered. 
 
There is much that funders can do if the will is there. 
 
For further information, please contact James Taylor; Head of Charity Team at Russell-
Cooke Solicitors where he advises a wide range of funding bodies both public and voluntary 
sector.  He is also trustee of a funding body. 
 
James Taylor 
Partner 
020 8394 6480  
James.Taylor@russell-cooke.co.uk 

This material does not give a full statement of the law. It is intended for guidance only and is not a substitute for professional advice.                                                   
No responsibility for loss occasioned as a result of any person acting or refraining from acting can be accepted by Russell-Cooke LLP.                                               
© Russell-Cooke LLP. May 2011. 
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